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If you have to leave home, TAKE THIS BOOK! The team that brought you The Worst-Case Scenario Survival
Handbook now helps you navigate the perils of travel. Learn what to do when the tarantula crawls up your leg, the

riptide pulls you out to sea, the sandstorms headed your way, or your camel just wont stop. Find out how to pass a

bribe, remove leeches, climb out of a well, survive a fall onto subway tracks, catch a fish without a rod, and preserve a

severed limb. Hands-on, step-by-step instructions show you how to survive these and dozens of other adventures. An

appendix of travel tips, useful phrases, and gestures to avoid will also ensure your safe return. Because you just never

know...

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

Be very, very afraid. When you step through your door for an innocent excursion, grave danger awaits. You might be

mugged; tied up; attacked by scorpions, piranhas, or tarantulas; trapped in a falling plane or elevator, a runaway

train, a car on a cliff, a sandstorm, a riptide, or a riot. But now it's safe to take that vacation anyway. Just pack The
Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook: Travel, and you'll know what to do when you find yourself, say, leaping

between rooftops: "Because you will not be moving fast, it is safe to roll head over heels, unlike jumping from a

moving vehicle." Now you'll also know what not to do: never pick up a tarantula, as the spines on their abdomens are

like little harpoons, and don't yank the reins of a runaway camel ("Pulling on the nose reins can tear the camel's nose-

-or break the reins"). You may have the sense, if a leech invades your air passage, to gargle with a 50 percent solution

of 80-proof alcohol--but without this book, would you remember not to inhale?
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In short, this is the most delightfully terrifying, all-true, laugh-out-loud hilarious book since the original Worst-
Case Scenario Survival Handbook, which covers such horrors as alligators and quicksand. Don't leave home without

it! --Tim Appelo
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